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Abstract—A resolution-rate scalable ADC for micro-sensor networks is described. Based on the successive approximation register
(SAR) architecture, this ADC has two resolution modes: 12 bit and
8 bit, and its sampling rate is scalable, at a constant figure-of-merit,
from 0–100 kS/s and 0–200 kS/s, respectively. At the highest performance point (i.e., 12 bit, 100 kS/s), the entire ADC (including
digital, analog, and reference power) consumes 25 W from a 1-V
supply. The ADC’s CMRR is enhanced by common-mode independent sampling and passive auto-zero reference generation. The
efficiency of the comparator is improved by an analog offset calibrating latch, and the preamplifier settling time is relaxed by selftiming the bit-decisions. Prototyped in a 0.18- m, 5M2P CMOS
process, the ADC, at 12 bit, 100 kS/s, achieves a Nyquist SNDR of
65 dB (10.55 ENOB) and an SFDR of 71 dB. Its INL and DNL are
0.68 LSB and 0.66 LSB, respectively.
Index Terms—ADC, analog-to-digital conversion, circuit noise,
CMOS analog integrated circuits, low-power electronics, offset
compensation, scaleable, successive approximation register.

I. INTRODUCTION
IRELESS sensor networks offer a sophisticated platform for environment observation. The vision of a
micro-sensor network includes dense, intelligent nodes that
are energy-autonomous and that operate and are deployed in
an ad hoc manner. Nodes are capable of self-organizing into a
collaborative network, and subsequently benefit from spatial
diversity through data sharing and multi-hop connectivity
[1], [2]. Such networks have broad applications ranging from
military surveillance, reconnaissance, and damage assessment
to environmental forest fire detection [3] and industrial process
monitoring.
The design of sensor node hardware is constrained by several
factors. To be energy-autonomous, nodes must be powered entirely by an energy harvesting source. This places demanding,
low-energy requirements on the constituent circuits. Ad hoc deployment and operation requires that nodes be fault tolerant and
able to adapt to unpredictable environments and network characteristics. Finally, ubiquity places a cost constraint on nodes,
reducing their acceptable price per unit to a few cents. Fundamentally, the architecture of an intelligent sensor node consists of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), a digital signal
processor (DSP), and a short range radio. This paper describes
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the design of an ultra-low-power ADC suitable for sensor nodes
[4]. In this context, the ADC has a maximum resolution of 12
bits and a sampling rate of up to 100 kS/s, enabling the conversion of signals with the dynamic range and frequencies expected during environment monitoring. However, since both the
performance demands and energy budget are time-varying and
unpredictable, the ADC also has a low-power 8-bit mode with
a maximum sampling rate of 200 kS/s. Further, the sampling
rate can be reduced arbitrarily for linear power savings in both
resolution modes. Both oversampling and successive approximation register (SAR) architectures are notable for achieving
these specifications at the lowest power levels. As resolutions
increase beyond 8 bits, oversampling converters have shown
to be the most efficient and have the added advantage of reduced anti-aliasing requirements. In sensor applications, however, events occur sporadically, and the nodes might acquire data
only once before having to react. As a result, general Nyquist
acquisition is preferred. In this design, the SAR architecture is
used, and techniques are developed to efficiently increase the
resolution to 12 bits.
Section II describes the global architecture of the ADC
and discusses system-level approaches and optimizations for
enhancing efficiency and achieving scalability. Section III
describes specific circuits that have been used in the implementation of the charge-redistribution DAC and the comparator,
which are the two blocks most critical to the speed, power, and
precision of the converter. Section IV details the experimental
results of the fabricated prototype, and, finally, Section V provides a short conclusion and comparison study for this design.
II. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
The main components of a SAR ADC are a sample-and-hold
(S/H), a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), a comparator, and
a digital state machine (itself called the SAR) [5]. A block diagram of this ADC is shown in Fig. 1. The DAC has been separated into a main-DAC and a sub-DAC, both implemented as
passive charge-redistribution capacitor arrays. Additionally, the
signal are used to implement
Clock Manager block and
scalability features. The remainder of this section describes the
global architecture and associated optimizations affecting the
overall conversion process.
A. Optimal Supply Voltage
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Lowering the supply voltage is an effective strategy for reducing the power consumption of digital circuits. In the presence of noise, mismatch, finite switch resistance, and distortion,
however, the power consumption of analog circuits is liable to
increase with reduced supply. Fig. 2 shows the expected energy,
with respect to supply voltage, of various components in this
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Fig. 3. ADC conversion waveforms showing (a) 12-bit/8-bit conversion plans
and (b) power-gating control.
Fig. 1. Implemented ADC block diagram.

B. Conversion Plan
The conversion plans for the 12-bit and 8-bit modes of this
ADC are shown in Fig. 3(a). The conversion starts by purging
the DAC capacitors so that they can be used to derive a suitable
auto-zeroing reference. Additionally, the auto-zeroing and
sampling operations are separated. As a consequence, sampling
is delayed with respect to the start of the conversion. This delay
is undesirable in some applications. However, as described in
Section III, purging, auto-zeroing, and sampling in separate
phases improves the common-mode rejection, low-voltage
operation, and noise performance of the ADC.

Fig. 2. Normalized ADC energy (power–delay) versus supply voltage.

ADC under the assumption of constant SNR. The relative contributions of the ADC components strongly impact the overall
energy profile and are highly implementation dependent. Consequently, for this study, the normalized energies at 1 V are
based on actual measurements of the prototype, and these are
using fundamental analytical
extrapolated over a range of
models. Here, the digital circuits follow a quadratic trajectory
with respect to supply voltage, while the non-noise-limited
analog circuits (i.e., latch) follow a linear trajectory. However,
the noise-limited circuits (i.e., preamplifiers and S/H DAC)
follow an inverse trajectory.
The total optimum supply voltage occurs at 800 mV. Although none of the active blocks in the SAR ADC have large
linearity requirements, biasing circuits and floating analog
switches do impose a practical limit on how far the supply
voltage can be reduced. Specifically, for biasing, stacked
pMOS and nMOS diode structures occur frequently, and
their reliability is increased if at least one of the devices is in
strong inversion. Similarly, the conductance of analog transmission switches is drastically reduced at low supplies when
passing midrail voltages, and their nonlinear nature introduces
severe distortion in the input sampling switch even though
on-chip charge-pumps are used. Thus, with consideration to the
threshold voltages in the target technology, a supply voltage of
1 V was selected, which is very close to the broad minimum in
Fig. 2.

C. Sample Rate Scaling
Assuming a constant supply voltage, the power consumption
of both digital circuits and analog circuits (in weak inversion) is
directly proportional to their operating speeds. It follows then
that the ADC energy-per-conversion does not depend on the
conversion rate. In the case of digital circuits, the energy required for a logic transition on a node with capacitance
is
, independent of frequency. Additional forms of
simply
energy, namely, direct-path and leakage energy are also present
but to a lesser extent. In the case of analog circuits, for example
a single-stage amplifier, the energy, or power–delay product,
in weak-inversion (which is the most energy-efficient regime)
. Specifically,
is the amplifier transconducis set by
tance, which is proportional to the bias current, and therefore
power, while is the output time constant. In weak inversion,
, where is a physthis can be expressed as
ical constant. In a sampled system, where analog processing is
performed in the discrete-time domain, a reduced sampling rate
can
implies reduced amplifier bandwidth. Consequently,
be increased. Then, to maintain some required gain (given by
), , and therefore , can be decreased by the same
factor, yielding no change in the total power–delay.
These results suggest that ADC power scaling with respect
to sampling rate can be achieved by increasing the clock period
and appropriately adjusting the analog bias currents. This approach has indeed been demonstrated successfully [6], [7]. Alternatively, however, power scalability can also be achieved by
performing conversions at a constant, maximum rate, and then
clock-gating the digital circuits and power-gating the analog
circuits between active conversions when a reduced sampling
rate is desired. Power-gating eliminates the analog bias currents
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Fig. 4. Waveforms showing (a) standard bit-cycling, (b) self-timed bit-cycling,
and (c) circuit to detect excessive latch delay.

in a manner similar to [8]. The former approach suffers from
the reliability of altering bias currents and output resistances
and the overhead of controlling the adaptation. The latter approach suffers from limitations of long bias-up times between
sleep–active transitions. In this SAR ADC, however, the only
active block, the comparator, does not require a long bias-up
time, so the associated overhead is negligible. Accordingly, as
shown in Fig. 3(b), this approach has been adopted. Specifically,
, initiates a conversion, and, upon comthe input pulse,
signal to clock-gate the
pletion, the SAR logic asserts a
digital state machine and power-gate the comparator. The case
where the sampling rate has been scaled to half the maximum
rate is shown.

Fig. 5. Differential-mode error with respect input common-mode for and autozeroed amplifier.

III. CIRCUIT BLOCKS
In this section, the block level architectures of the DAC and
comparator are described. Since these components are critical
with regards to the power consumption, speed, and precision
of the entire ADC, much of the design effort has focused on
optimizing and improving their performance.
A. DAC Circuits

D. Self-Timed Bit-Cycling
A straightforward timing scheme for controlling bit-cycling
is shown in Fig. 4(a). The DAC and preamplifiers settle during
the first half of the clock cycle, and the latch resolves during
the second half. In Fig. 4(b), the self-timed scheme used in this
design is shown. Here, a latch decision (to either logic value)
clocks the SAR logic. This triggers the next bit-cycle phase, and
the DAC and preamplifiers immediately begin settling to their
subsequent values [9]. Consequently, their settling time can be
, where
longer by
is the clock period. In this design, the preamplifiers dominate
the bit-cycling time (i.e., the logic and latch delays are small),
and their settling time can be nearly doubled, considerably reducing their power consumption. It is worth noting that, in SAR
conversion, critical bit decisions never occur successively. As
a result, a critical bit decision to resolve one of the MSBs will
since the previous decision will
benefit from a short
always be fairly relaxed. A critical bit decision to resolve one
of the LSBs does not limit the speed of the ADC since the remaining dynamic range is reduced and no recovery time from
overdrive is required.
Self-timing does, however, introduce a failure mode since it
relies on a latch decision. Very long latch resolution times can
stall the bit-cycling process and, therefore, must be detected.
The circuit in Fig. 4(c) detects whether the latch has failed
to resolve by the rising clock edge. The reset state of both
and
is “1”. If both remain
high after the allocated half clock-cycle, a bit decision is forced.

Single-ended, instead of differential-ended, inputs can be
used to greatly ease system complexity. Support of single-ended
sampling is provided by means of pseudo-differential sampling,
where one of the differential terminals can be set to reference
ground. This approach is viable only if the common-mode signal
is properly treated. Specifically, the sampled common-mode
affects the DAC output common-mode during bit-decisions.
For proper offset cancellation in the comparator preamplifiers,
however, it is critical that the DAC common-mode be equal
to the auto-zeroing reference voltage. This is illustrated in
Fig. 5 which shows the differential-mode error at the preamplifier output as its input common-mode varies. Here, 3
mismatch is applied to the input devices, and the preamplifier
is auto-zeroed with an input reference voltage of 500 mV.
As shown, no differential-mode error is observed if the input
common-mode equals the auto-zeroing reference. However,
if the input common-mode deviates by even a few hundred
millivolts, mismatch results in a differential current through the
preamplifier input devices, causing a large differential-mode
voltage error of several millivolts at the output. This limitation
is mitigated in two ways: 1) common-mode independent acquisition, and 2) preamplifier auto-zeroing to the voltage of critical
SAR decisions. First, as shown in Fig. 6(a), the capacitor arrays
are purged of previous charge by shorting their top and bottom
plates. Then, as shown in Fig. 6(b), they are switched so that
an appropriate auto-zeroing reference can be generated for the
comparator. Finally, input sampling is performed.
During sampling, which is shown in Fig. 6(c), the top-plates
of the differential capacitor arrays are shorted, and their voltage
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centered around midscale. Hence, to avoid differential mode errors in the preamplifiers due to device mismatch, the auto-zeroing voltage should also be at midscale. This voltage must
be generated prior to sampling by switching the purged capacitor arrays into the divider configuration shown in Fig. 6(b).
Although separating the auto-zeroing and sampling phases increases the conversion time, each can be independently optimized, as described in the following subsections, minimizing
the associated overhead. A primary advantage, however, is that
since the DAC is used to generate both the auto-zeroing reference as well as the conversion bit-voltages, no floating analog
switches are present in the signal path. This eliminates an additional source of charge injection error and enhances the reliability and speed in this low voltage implementation.
B. Comparator Architecture

Fig. 6. DAC arrays during (a) purging, (b) auto-zeroing, and (c) sampling.

simply floats to the input common-mode. Since only one
switch is required to decouple the positive and negative arrays,
the charge injection errors in this network are not subject to
switch mismatch. The residual injection error is minimized
further by properly sizing the CMOS bottom-plate input switch.
Specifically, constituent pMOS and nMOS devices are sized
so that the total switch impedance is symmetric about the
common-mode voltage expected during differential sampling
). Consequently, the top-plate sampling switch
(i.e., midsees a well matched impedance on either side, and its channel
charge distributes equally (of course, this only applies to differential sampling since, during pseudo-differential sampling,
the common-mode voltage depends on the input signal). An
advantage of this sampling network is that, since half the input
is sampled on each array, the DAC outputs always remain
within the rails [9]. More importantly, however, the top-plate
voltage floats to the input common-mode, and, consequently, as
desired, only the differential-mode input signal gets sampled.
Unfortunately, this does imply that, during pseudo-differential
sampling, the top-plate voltage can vary depending upon the
input signal. As a result, it is not suitable for auto-zeroing
since it can deviate greatly from the common-mode voltage
during bit-decisions. Hence, to avoid the preamplifier errors
described above, the sampling and auto-zeroing operations
must be separated.
Sampling only differential-mode charge guarantees that the
DAC output voltage during critical bit decisions will always be

The comparator is responsible for resolving small inputs near
an LSB voltage into full-scale digital values. In this role it has
immense gain, speed, and sensitivity requirements. A block diagram of the circuit used is shown in Fig. 7 and consists of two
gain paths: the top path is used in 12-bit mode and has three cascaded preamplifiers; the bottom path is used in 8-bit mode and
has only one preamplifier. Resolution scaling occurs via two
mechanisms. First, bit-cycling is stopped at the desired precision, yielding linear power savings. Additional power savings,
of approximately 70% in the preamplifiers, are achieved by selecting the appropriate comparator gain path and disabling the
unused path.
The preamplifier circuit has a nominal gain of 3. However,
during auto-zeroing, offset cancellation is performed by storing
the observed voltage on the output capacitors. Accordingly,
output offset compensation in this manner does not correct
the gain compression seen due to device mismatch. However,
the preamplifier topology used exhibits minimal degradation,
having a gain of over 2.5 in the presence of 3 device mismatch. Further, it has the benefit of appropriate input and output
voltage levels at the selected bias currents. Consequently, output
auto-zeroing can be performed by simply purging the auto-zeroing capacitors and shorting them together to high-impedance
using the switches shown in Fig. 7.
Since the first preamplifier in the 12 bit cascade is noise limited, a bandwidth limiting output capacitor is used to manage
its SNR, giving this stage the longest time-constant and greatest
power consumption. However, all the preamplifier bias currents
have been minimized, and, due to parasitics, the delays of even
the later stages are sizeable. Under these circumstances reducing
the gain requirements of the entire cascade saves considerable
power. It has been shown that regenerative latches have a superior power–delay product compared to cascaded linear amplifiers [10]. One of the major difficulties, however, is that they
can have offsets over 100 mV. Often, in sensor applications,
processing is performed on ADC data gathered by multiple different nodes. Consequently, the relative offsets of the ADCs
must be small, and offset compensation becomes critical. Accordingly, offset cancelled preamplifiers can be used to obtain
a signal swing beyond the latch offset. In this design, however,
to maximize the comparator efficiency, an offset compensating
latch (described in a later subsection) is used. As a result, even
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Fig. 7. Comparator block diagram.

in the presence of severe mismatch, the swing requirement at
the output of the preamplifiers is just a couple of millivolts.
C. Preamplifier Auto-Zeroing Time Optimization
The passive sampling network has a very fast time constant
to minimize the effect of nonlinear sampling switch resistance.
Auto-zeroing, however, involves the active preamplifiers and
fast operation consumes significant power. Separating the
two operations allows the auto-zeroing time to be independently optimized with consideration to noise performance. The
preamplifiers are subject to noise during both auto-zeroing
and bit decisions, and the relevant networks are shown in
Fig. 8(a) and (b). Since the preamplifiers settle just once for
auto-zeroing, but 12 times for the bit decisions, it is beneficial
to reduce the auto-zeroing noise at the cost of increased settling
time.
Analytically, the total noise variance of the first preamplifier
is related to the load capacitance during bit-cycling, , and that
during auto-zeroing,
, i.e.
(1)
where is a noise-setting circuit parameter. Note, this expression is an approximation where the noise from the preamplifier
is assumed to dominant above the noise from the auto-zeroing
switches. Actual capacitor sizes and circuit parameters validate
this assumption. Accordingly,
can be expressed in terms of
:
(2)
Here, the factor
is the desired noise variance normalized by
. Now, the total power–delay product of the preamplifier, assuming 12 clock cycles for bit-cycling (to resolve 12 bits) and
clock cycles for auto-zeroing, is given by (3), where is to
be determined. It is assumed here that neither
, the amplifier transconductance, nor
, the output impedance, change

Fig. 8. Preamplifier during (a) auto-zeroing, (b) bit-cycling, and (c) normalized
power–delay of auto-zeroed preamplifier.

during the conversion. Note, the sampling energy is not considered since it is set by unrelated time-constants and simply adds
a constant to this analysis.
(3)
Additionally, in the case that equally complete preamplifier settling is required during auto-zeroing and bit-cycling, the ratio of
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Fig. 9. Simplified offset compensating latch.

and
is given by (4), where the settling time during
bit-cycling is set to 1 clock cycle.
(4)
Finally, substituting (2) and (4) into (3), and normalizing by
, the power–delay can be expressed as in (5):
(5)
This function is plotted in Fig. 8(c), where it is shown that
minimum power–delay occurs for
. Based on this
result, 1.5 clock cycles have been used to auto-zero the first
preamplifier, and the ratio of its load capacitances have been
set appropriately.

D. Offset Compensating Latch
A major difficulty with latch compensation for a multi-step
SAR converter is that offset compensation requires applying a
reference to the input and storing the observed offset. Latches,
however, must be reset after every decision making it difficult
to preserve the calibration information. The circuit used in this
design preserves the calibration biasing by operating over two
phases: the auto-zeroing phase occurs once at the start of the
conversion, and the reset-resolve phase occurs once during each
bit-decision. The circuit used is shown in Fig. 9, and the input
devices (M1–M2), regenerative loads (M5–M6), and biasing
current sources (M3–M4) are highlighted.
The auto-zeroing phase is shown in Fig. 10, where the gray
devices have been deactivated by applying the appropriate rail
voltage to their gates. The goal here is to bias M3–M4 such that,
when the input voltages are equal, the voltages at the source
nodes,
, are equal. This will allow the input voltages
to be accurately reflected to the source nodes without requiring
any special biasing at the gates of the input devices. Initially,
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,
, and
are all closed, and a zero-differential input is applied to M1–M2, as shown in Fig. 10(a). Closing
forces
to be equal, and M3–4/M11–12 get biand
ased under this constraint. Subsequently,
are opened, as shown in Fig. 10(b). Ignoring the feedback connections through
, opening
causes
to become high-impedance nodes. Opening
causes an incremental change in the branch currents due to device offsets,
and these appear at
as large incremental voltages. The
large voltages get fed back (through
), rebiasing M3–M4
until the branch currents return to their original values. Accordingly, this causes the
of M1–M2 to return to their original
values, and
are equalized as desired.
During bit-decisions, the latch is in the reset-resolve phase
is initially open, and the input
(Fig. 11). Here,
voltages to be resolved appear at the source nodes,
,
through a
drop. The branch currents, however, are set
only by M3–M4, and regeneration is disabled in M5–M6 by
applying a static bias to their gates through
and
,
as shown in Fig. 11(a). As a result, voltages generate across
the
that, in the presence of all device offsets (including
M5–M8), would hold the loads in a metastable state if
and
were opened. Accordingly, to trigger regeneration, the
switches are opened and a short time later,
is opened.
Delaying
minimizes the charge injection error due to
switches [11]. Finally,
is closed,
mismatch in the
as shown in Fig. 11(b). Recall that the input voltages were
reflected to the source nodes,
, and now, a current path
between them is introduced. As a result, the branch currents
get perturbed depending on the input voltages, and the latch resolves. M1–M2 introduce a limitation in this structure since the
gain from the inputs to their drains can cause a large difference
in their
’s. This causes a difference in the current through
their output conductances (i.e.,
) which shunts current away
from their
generators. Consequently, the calibration biasing
from the auto-zeroing phase can get disturbed. To minimize
this problematic gain, low-impedance diode connected devices,
M7–M8, are introduced. During regeneration, the diode connection is broken (
switches are opened along with
switches) to enable strong positive feedback.

E. Offset Compensating Latch—Auto-Zeroing Phase Analysis
Circuit operation during the auto-zeroing phase can also
be analyzed through the feedback block diagram shown
in Fig. 10(c). Here, the impedance of the pMOS cascode
(M9–M12) is assumed to be infinite after
is opened.
In Fig. 10(c), the transresistance,
, is approximately
, and the resistance at the nodes
, is ap. The residual incremental voltage at
proximately
is given by (6):

(6)
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Fig. 10. Offset compensating latch during auto-zero phase: (a) first half, (b) second half, and (c) feedback block diagram.

Fig. 11. Offset compensating latch during reset-resolve phase: (a) first half and (b) second half.

where
is the offset current that flows between the source
nodes due to the voltage offset between them. The impedance
, while
is closed, relates the offset
at the nodes
. Specifically,
current to the uncalibrated offset voltage,
is approximately given by
. Then, the reduction in the
offset voltage achieved by the feedback loop is as given by (7):
(7)

Specifically, after calibration, the offset is reduced by approximately an intrinsic gain factor.
IV. TESTING AND CHARACTERIZATION
The low-power ADC was fabricated in a 0.18- m five-metal
two-poly (5M2P) CMOS process. It was packaged in a 0.5 mm
pitch TQFP package. A micrograph of the entire ADC is shown
700 m.
in Fig. 12. The active circuits measure 900 m
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the input frequency was, once again, 111.381 Hz. The maximum
0.14LSB, while the maximum INL is
DNL is 0.16LSB
0.19LSB
0.16LSB.
B. Dynamic Noise and Linearity
The signal-to-noise-plus-distortion ratio (SNDR) of the ADC
was derived using tone testing. Then, from (8), the effective
numbers of bits (ENOB) was determined.
SNDR dB

ENOB

Fig. 12. Micrograph of entire ADC prototype.
TABLE I
ADC PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

(8)

Fig. 14(a) shows the ENOB of this ADC with respect to the input
frequency. In 12-bit mode, the ADC samples at 100 kS/s and
achieves an ENOB of 10.55 bits (65.3 dB SNDR) at its Nyquist
rate. In 8-bit mode, the ADC samples at 200 kS/s and achieves
an ENOB of 7.96 bits (49.8 dB SNDR) at its Nyquist rate.
A fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the ADC at near-Nyquist
kS/s
operation in 12-bit mode is shown in Fig. 14(b)
and that in 8-bit mode is shown in Fig. 14(c)
kS/s .
Odd—order harmonics are clearly visible. This distortion is due
to the nonlinearity of the input switch resistance. The SFDR in
12-bit mode is 71 dB.
C. Power Consumption
At the highest 12-bit performance point, corresponding to
100 kS/s, the ADC core (not including I/O) consumes 25 W
from the 1-V supply. At the highest 8-bit performance point,
corresponding to 200 kS/s, the ADC core consumes 39 W from
the 1-V supply. In both resolution modes, the power consumption decreases linearly towards zero as the sampling rate is reduced. In 12-bit mode, the power is measured to be approximately 200 nW at 500 S/s.
V. CONCLUSION

The remainder of this section describes how the prototype was
tested and its measured performance. A summary of the performance is also provided in Table I.
A. Static Linearity
The code density test [12] was conducted using a full-swing,
differential sinusoidal input with amplitude of 1 V. To test the
12-bit mode linearity, a sampling rate of 100 kS/s was used,
and the frequency of the input signal was 111.381 Hz. Approximately 4 million samples were taken (30 records each with a
size of 131 072). The offset of the ADC, determined using the
method described in [13], is better than 830 V among the tested
parts. Fig. 13(a) shows the differential nonlinearity (DNL) and
integral nonlinearity (INL) with respect to the output code. The
maximum DNL is 0.58LSB 0.66LSB, while the maximum
0.56LSB. Fig. 13(b) shows the DNL and
INL is 0.68LSB
INL in 8-bit mode. Here, the sampling rate was 200 kS/s, and

A Nyquist-rate ADC, operating from a 1-V supply, has been
presented. The SAR architecture, which allows for a mostly passive implementation, was leveraged to achieve micro-power operation. Additionally, the architecture enabled efficient power
management, allowing the power consumption to scale linearly
as the sampling rate varies between 0 and 100 kS/s. For further
power savings, 8-bit or 12-bit operating modes can be selected
dynamically.
Improvements in the efficiency of the converter were
achieved by employing a variety of techniques. The low supply
voltage significantly reduced the overall power consumption
of the ADC, while an offset compensating latch minimized the
gain requirements of the comparator preamplifiers. Further,
self-timing was used to ease their settling time. Finally, the
common-mode rejection of the ADC was enhanced by appropriately sampling the input and auto-zeroing the comparator to
the voltage of critical SAR decisions.
A widely used figure-of-merit (FOM) normalizes the ADC
power consumption to the input bandwidth it can digitize and
the dynamic range it achieves:
FOM

(9)
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Fig. 13. DNL and INL of ADC in (a) 12 bit mode and (b) 8 bit mode.

In its 12-bit mode, the ADC achieves a FOM of 165 fJ per conversion step.
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